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Abstract

The small noncoding group of RNAs called stem-bulge RNAs (sbRNAs), first reported in *Caenorhabditis elegans*, is described as molecules homologous to the Y RNAs, a specific class of noncoding RNAs that is present in vertebrates. This homology indicates the possibility of the existence of sbRNAs in other invertebrate organisms. In this work, we used bioinformatic tools and conserved sequences of sbRNAs from *C. Elegans* and Y RNAs to search for homologous sbRNA sequences in the *Bombyx mori* genome. This analysis led to the discovery of one noncoding gene, which was translated into RNA segments and comparatively analysed with segments from human and hamster Y RNAs and *C. elegans* sbRNAs in molecular dynamic simulations. This gene represents the first evidence of a new sbRNA-like noncoding RNA, the *BmsbRNA* gene, in this Lepidoptera genome.
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Introduction

The stem-bulge RNAs (sbRNAs) were first described by constructing a cDNA library specific for noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs). The characteristic secondary structure and the absence of sequences homologous to other RNAs yielded a place for sbRNAs to be a new family of ncRNAs. Though more than a dozen sbRNAs have been described, a solid characterisation of their functionality has not yet been described. Some authors have suggested the possibility that sbRNA genes, which are found in *C. elegans*, are homologous to the Y RNAs, a specific class of ncRNAs that is present in vertebrates.

Human Y RNAs (hY RNAs) were originally found as a particle of the Ro ribonucleoproteins (RNPs) that result from the disassociation of Y RNAs with the Ro 60 protein and can be detected by the auto antibodies present in the serum of patients with connective tissue disease. The RNA polymerase III transcribes the Y RNAs from four genes in humans and two genes in rodents. Y RNAs are overexpressed in a variety of human tumours and can be detected circulating in the blood of humans, which suggests that they can be useful as biomolecular markers. In recent years, noncoding RNAs have been described as regulators in diverse cellular processes. The licensing of human DNA replication requires the participation of Y RNAs, several proteins that act as factors in the initiation and DNA replication, as was proposed before, could be influenced by factors related to chromatin structure.

The absence of reports concerning the presence of sbRNAs in insects has led us in the attempt to identify new ncRNAs in *Bombyx mori*, because it is a model organism for studies in molecular and cellular biology.
Lepidoptera has a rich repertoire of genetic information on the mutations that affect its development, morphology and behaviour.\textsuperscript{20} \textit{B. mori} have also been used to produce recombinant protein,\textsuperscript{21,22,23} and have been used as bioreactors,\textsuperscript{24,25,26} and a source of silk biomaterials.\textsuperscript{27} The pupa could also be used to remove heavy metals from contaminated waters.\textsuperscript{28}

Silkworm breeding is important in the Brazilian industry of silk production. However, the cocoon productivity is affected by the \textit{Bombyx mori} \textit{Nucleopolyhedrovirus} infection.\textsuperscript{29} The baculovirus infection and the involvement of noncoding RNAs rely on the importance of the DNA replication in these systems.\textsuperscript{30} Therefore, the aim of this study is to use bioinformatics tools, molecular dynamics and molecular biology analysis to investigate the presence of noncoding RNAs that may belong to the group of sbRNAs and Y RNAs in the \textit{B. mori} genome.

**Results and discussion**

**Homology search and structure modelling**

The search through BLASTn, using the conserved sequences (Fig. 1A), resulted in only one sequence (GTGGCTTATC) in the \textit{B. mori} genome containing one of 16 expected nucleotide sequences, which is conserved in the sbRNA of \textit{C. elegans},\textsuperscript{1} gene CeN76 and in the human hY5 and hamster chY5 genes (Fig. 1B and C). The sequence found in \textit{B. mori} belongs to a 57-bp gene identified as \textit{BmsbRNA}, which presents both promoter and stopping sequences (Supplementary Figure 1S), according as described elsewhere.\textsuperscript{31} The Multiple Sequence Alignment (Fig. 1D) has shown homology, primarily in the conserved domain.
To generate the 2D structures of the RNA segments, we first validated a methodological protocol for this purpose. The parameters and defaults of the MFOLD server\textsuperscript{32} were set to generate an identical representation of the human Y1 RNA segment.\textsuperscript{5,14} Once the protocol was validated, all of the other segments were generated using the same protocol. The 2D RNA structures generated from the segments of the four genes submitted were drawn using the Visualization Applet for RNA (VARNA),\textsuperscript{33} (Fig. 2).

The 2D models shown in Fig. 2 present the following theoretical values of $\Delta G_{\text{folding}}$ in kcal·mol$^{-1}$: $-26.10$ (human hY5 RNA), $-25.10$ (hamster chY5 RNA), $-8.40$ (\textit{B. mori}) and $-30.80$ (\textit{C. elegans}). The highest value for the \textit{B. mori} segment is due to its smaller size\textsuperscript{32}. From these results, the structures were generated in the 3D format (.pdb files as additional data) required for the molecular dynamics simulations.

The finding of a promising sbRNA in the \textit{B. mori} genome has led us to investigate the expression of this sbRNA in the total RNA samples from a pool of larva tissues. Using cDNA made with random primers, we carried out PCR using specific primers (Fig. 3A). After cloning and sequencing, we had a confirmation of the expected sequence (Fig. 3B), which indicates that this \textit{Bm}\textit{sbRNA} is expressed in \textit{B. mori} larva tissues.

**Molecular dynamics**

Performing molecular dynamics simulations of RNA segments is not a very common procedure. One reason is due to the conformational diversity of these molecules, a fact that generates randomness in the results, thereby complicating its interpretation. However, since the sbRNAs found in this work
presented a similar conformation and displayed a defined pattern (Fig. 2), it was possible to establish a protocol for their simulation and analysis.

The Fig. 4A shows the Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) value calculated for each of the four RNA segments along the MD trajectory. The figure shows that all RNA segments reached equilibrium after four nanoseconds of simulation. Fig. 4B shows that all segment of RNA exhibit radius of gyration values with significant fluctuations along the trajectory. Nevertheless, these fluctuations were concentrated around an average, which indicates that not all RNA segments do unfold along simulation. The continuing trend of hydrogen bonds number along simulation also indicates the stability of the segments (Supplementary Fig. 2S). It is noticeable, in Fig. 4B, that the behaviours of the RNA segment of *B. mori* and *C. elegans* were the most stable, a fact that we attribute to their smaller sizes.

The analysis of the Root Mean Square Fluctuation (RMSF) of the C1' carbons for each nucleotide (Fig. 5) shows that the regions containing the functional sequence GUG, i.e., the minimal domain responsible for the functionality of Y RNAs when licensing DNA replication, were the most stable during the period in which the system was at equilibrium (last two nanoseconds). This prediction was recently confirmed by spectroscopic analysis of the thermal denaturation of Y RNA segments.\(^{34}\)

The analysis of Fig. 5 shows a similar behaviour from all RNA segments. The highest fluctuation arose from the residues placed in the centre of each graph, a region that corresponds to the central loop observed in the 2D structures (Fig. 2). The other regions of high fluctuation coincide with the
unpaired regions of RNA segments, a fact that implies a higher degree of freedom of movement in these regions along the simulation.

The ncRNAs and microRNAs (miRNAs) have received increasing attention as regulatory factors of cell growth and development.\textsuperscript{35-37} A catalogue of several ncRNAs has been described in eukaryotes with approximately 400 different types of RNAs, including sbRNAs and Y RNA.\textsuperscript{7,38}

The sbRNAs were first described in the nematode \textit{C. elegans} by analysing a cDNA library specific for ncRNAs.\textsuperscript{1} The nine novel transcripts presented in the literature, represent a new family of ncRNAs because of three common characteristics: 1) the absence of homologous sequences to other non-coding RNAs; 2) the peculiar structure that contains a chain double helix with a bulge in a short stretch of conserved sequence (AACUU); and 3) a loop of single-stranded RNA with varying size\textsuperscript{1} (Figure 2C). Later, another nine new molecules were characterised as sbRNAs in \textit{C. elegans}.\textsuperscript{2,3} However, a solid characterisation of their functionality has not been described for these ncRNAs. Initially discovered in mammals,\textsuperscript{39} the homology of sequence and structure to the Y RNAs, which are involved in the replication of DNA,\textsuperscript{3} has been described, suggesting that sbRNAs may also be associated with this process.\textsuperscript{14,40,41} The literature proposes that Y RNAs may be associated with different proteins within the cell,\textsuperscript{4,42,43} which indicates that a mechanism of action remains unclear. However, it is known that the expression of Y RNAs is more intense in pathological situations such as autoimmune diseases\textsuperscript{44,45} and viral infections.\textsuperscript{39,46}

The role of sbRNAs in \textit{C. elegans} is still not clear, but because of their homology to vertebrate Y RNAs, it is possible that sbRNAs exhibit similar
function, acting in *B. mori* and other invertebrates at the same processes, such as RNA processing\textsuperscript{47} and DNA replication.\textsuperscript{5,9} In insects, the presence of Y RNAs is unlikely; leading us to hypothesise that an alternative class of noncoding RNAs replaces the function of Y RNAs in insects. The *B. mori* sbRNA (*BmsbRNA*) sequence presented in this work showed structural homology to sbRNAs and is a possible candidate to receive such a classification.

In *C. elegans*, 18 sequences of sbRNA were found,\textsuperscript{3} and the computer analysis performed in this study resulted in only one valid string in *B. mori*, which presents a potential promoter and transcribes a RNA molecule with a secondary structure similar to the pattern described for sbRNAs previously.\textsuperscript{3} Although the sequence may represent a homolog of sbRNAs in *B. mori*, it is likely that a different class of noncoding RNAs has a functional role similar to sbRNAs in such organisms to compensate for the shortage of this type of RNA.

The structural similarity of sbRNAs with Y RNAs was explored in this work using molecular dynamics simulations (MD), where the analysis of the trajectories showed that the RNA segments analysed maintained their folding along the simulations, which indicates stable three-dimensional structures. The biological significance of this behaviour can be interpreted as functional segments of RNA that could have a specific biological function because the structure of a macromolecule is directly related to its function.\textsuperscript{48}

The regions of the RNA segments that correspond to the minimal domain related to small binding RNA groups were used in BLASTn to search for similar genes in *B. mori*. Those regions, which are marked in red in Figs. 2 and 5, also correspond to regions of lower fluctuation along the molecular dynamics
simulations. Recent biophysical analyses from in vitro Y RNA segments support this finding,\textsuperscript{33} which is attributed, in the most part; to its pairing with a complementary region of this segment (blue marks in Figs. 2 and 5), which reduces the freedom of movement of these regions. However, this result also means that these regions of the segments are quite stable and suggests that they should exert a biological function, e.g., recognition of their target within the cell.

The behaviour of the RNA segments from \textit{B. mori} along the simulation closely resembles the behaviour of the Y RNA segments of hamster and human, suggesting a possible functional and structural correlation. To strengthen the hypothesis that \textit{B. mori} sbRNA can be homologous to Y RNAs, it is necessary to conduct a functional analysis to evaluate whether this noncoding RNA can substitute for the hY RNAs in a human cell-free system.\textsuperscript{8} For this purpose, the universal primer was constructed with the promoter for SP6 RNA polymerase, and the \textit{in vitro} expression experiment is currently underway.

The 3D structures (.pdb files as additional data) were generated from the 2D model with lower free energy proposed by MFold server. The 2D \textit{B.mori} sbRNA representation with the lowest free energy was $-8.40$ kcal.mol$^{-1}$ (Fig. 2C) with the UUAUC segment forming a stem structure. However, the \textit{B. mori} sbRNA representation with the second lowest free energy generated by MFold was $-8.30$ kcal.mol$^{-1}$. In this alternative structure, the UUAUC segment is inserted in the central region forming a single hairpin loop (Supplementary Fig. 3S) as might be expected for sbRNAs.\textsuperscript{49,50} Note that the difference between the two representations is only 0.10 kcal.mol$^{-1}$, i.e., within a margin of error less
than 5%. However, in this second representation, which appeared to be the most appropriate, it was observed inaccuracies in the 3' terminal. Therefore, for the choice of the final representation for *B. mori* sbRNA, we adopted the criteria validated in our methodology and we chose the structure shown in Figure 2C as a representative model for *B. mori* sbRNA, so as to ensure reproducibility of the results.

Furthermore, these are theoretical models and we believe that in *vivo*, the structure that actually represents the sbRNA of *Bombyx mori* must be something between the two models of lower free energy generated by MFOLD server. To clarify this issue once, structural studies of NMR will be carried out and the results published in a future paper. However, the most important result of this work does not lie in what would be the representative model of *B. mori* sbRNA, but rather in the fact that this study shows for the first time that the gene for this sbRNA is expressed in a pool of tissues from *Bombyx mori* larvae.

**Experimental**

**Homology search and structure modelling**

A stretch of conserved sequence found in all sbRNAs and Y RNAs (GTGNNTTATC, where N can range between any nucleotide bases) has been compared with the genome of *B. mori* in the NCBI database using BLASTn.\(^{51}\) The sequences of the genes for *C. elegans* sbRNA (CeN76), human Y5 RNA (hY5 RNA), and Chinese hamster (*Cricetulus griseus*) Y5 RNA (chY5 RNA) were obtained from the NCBI Gene Bank. The obtained sequences were validated by comparing the sequences described for sbRNAs and Y RNAs.
using ClustalW2\textsuperscript{52} and WebLogo graphical representation.\textsuperscript{53,54} The Vienna files were obtained from the mfold web server\textsuperscript{32} using the gene sequences from human and hamster Y RNAs and \textit{B. mori} and \textit{C. elegans} sbRNAs. Those structures, which had a lower theoretical value of free energy, were selected to provide the 2D model structures and were drawn using VARNA.\textsuperscript{33} The output file was then submitted to RNA Composer 3 server to generate the 3D structures. The nomenclature of the residues was then edited according to the topology for ribonucleotides, as described by the CHARMM c35b2-c36a24 force fields.\textsuperscript{41}

**Molecular dynamics**

The software packages VMD\textsuperscript{55} and NAMD2\textsuperscript{56} were used to perform the molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. The equilibration MD was carried out in steps. Initially, the 3D structures were immersed in a water box simulating periodic boundary conditions and containing sufficient sodium counter ions to neutralise the system charges. Then, all systems were minimised by 20,000 steps of conjugate gradient. In the second step, the atoms of the nucleotides were fixed in space, and the water and salts were equilibrated for 60 ps. In the third step, all atoms of the system were minimised again by new 20,000 steps. In the fourth and last step, the whole system was equilibrated for 10 ns under conditions of constant pressure (1 atm) and temperature (300 K) (NPT ensemble).

The electrostatic interactions were calculated using the particle-mesh Ewald algorithm with a grid spacing of 1.0 Å, and the cut-off radius for van der Waals interactions was set to 10 Å. The integration time for the equations of
motion was 2 fs per step. The trajectory of the dynamics was generated in a file from the system settings extracted every 2 ps along the simulation time.

The simulations were analysed from the trajectory files in terms of RMSD and radius of gyration ($R_{\text{gyr}}$) with reference to all the atoms of nucleotides compared with the structure minimised in the third step. The last ten nucleotides of the 3’ end segment from *C. elegans*, human and hamster and the last three nucleotides of the *B. mori* segment were excluded from these analyses due to their high degree of freedom of movement. The RMSF for the C1’ atoms of each nucleotide were extracted from the last two nanoseconds of simulation.

The simulations were performed on four nodes of an SGI Altix ICE 8400 LX cluster running in parallel on two Intel 6-core 5680 3.33GHz processors (48 cores) and 36 GB RAM at Cenapad/Unicamp, Brazil.

**Molecular cloning and sequencing**

Total RNA was extracted from a pool of *B. mori* tissues and treated with DNase I (Invitrogen) right before the first-strand cDNA synthesis, which was carried out using the M-MLV Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen) and random primers according to the manufacturer’s specifications. The primers used for molecular cloning were designed using the Fast PCR v.4.0.27 program and were synthesised by the Synthesis Biotechnology Company. The universal primer was constructed along with the SP6 promoter for *in vitro* expression experiments with *B. mori* sbRNA. The PCR product obtained (75 bp) was cloned into the TOPO® TA Cloning® Kit (Invitrogen). The transformation was performed in competent DH5α bacteria through heat shock. The plasmid purification from selected clones was performed using the CTAB method, and
the presence of the insert was confirmed by PCR using aspecific pair of primers. The selected clones were amplified by PCR using the M13 primers pair, and the resulting product was purified with polyethylene glycol and sequenced using the DYEnamic ET Terminator (Amersham Biosciences) kit and MegaBACE 1000 (Molecular Dynamics) equipment.\textsuperscript{59}

**Conclusions**

Highly conserved DNA segments of the genes encoding hY5 RNAs from human and chY5 from Chinese hamster culture cells and the gene encoding sbRNA from *C. elegans* were used in the search for homologous genes with high identity in *B. mori* suggesting that the unnoted gene *BmsbRNA* could be a possible Y RNA.

The 3D structural similarity and the similar behaviour observed in the molecular dynamics simulations of these four RNA segments strongly suggest that the *B. mori* sbRNA may act as a Y RNA. The functional characterisation of this ncRNA and the metabolic role of this possible *B. mori* Y RNA remain targets for further studies. However, the results presented here strongly suggest that this is the first evidence of a new noncoding gene in Lepidoptera.
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Figure legends

Fig. 1. Homology search of the new noncoding RNA in *Bombyx mori*. (A) Conserved sequence found in Y RNAs and sbRNAs, where “N” may be any nucleotide. Conserved motif for Y RNAs\(^{14}\) in red, variable region in yellow, conserved sequence for sbRNAs\(^{3}\) in orange. (B) Comparison and (C) relative position of the 5’-end conserved sequence (1) and 3’-end paired strand (2) between the sequences of Y5 RNA from human and hamster, BmsbRNA and CeN76 sbRNA from *C. elegans* genes. (D) Alignment between Y5 RNA from human and hamster, BmsbRNA and CeN76 sbRNA from *C. elegans* genes. The colours in the nucleotides are as described in (A), though the 3’-end paired nucleotides are in blue.

Fig. 2. RNA 2D structures. Secondary structures of Y5 RNA from human (A) and Chinese hamster (B), *B. mori* sbRNA (C) and *C. elegans* sbRNA (D), drawn by Varna\(^ {33}\). Conserved motif for Y RNAs in red and blue, variable region in yellow, conserved sequence for sbRNAs in orange.

Fig. 3. *Bombyx mori* sbRNA expression analysis. (A) sbRNA expressed in a pool of larvae tissues, (M) 100bp DNA Ladder Invitrogen, (1) *B. mori* sbRNA. (B) *B. mori* sbRNA amplified sequence showed in (A). EcoRI restriction enzyme recognition site in light blue; SP6 promoter sequence in green; and *B. mori* sbRNA primers forward and reverse in yellow. The plasmid sequence is in Italic and the cloned sequence in bold.
Fig. 4. Behaviour of RNA segments along MD simulation. The colours indicate the RNA segments for human Y5 RNA, Chinese hamster Y5 RNA, \textit{B. mori} sbRNA and \textit{C. elegans} sbRNA in black, red, blue and green, respectively.

Fig. 5. RMSF from the movement of the C$_{1'}$ atom evaluated for each nucleotide. Each graph represents the different segments of the species. (A) human Y5 RNA, (B) Chinese hamster Y5 RNA, (C) \textit{B. mori} sbRNA and (D) \textit{C. elegans} sbRNA.
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